
Volunteer Levels 
Level one 

 

Requirements  

Attend a volunteer training 

Pass level one skills test 

Attain 4 hours of volunteering time (this may include trainings) 

 

Skills test 

A mock lesson including; Catching a horse, securing horse in cross ties, 

grooming and tacking, reading the lesson board, safely escorting the rider to the 

mounting area, assisting with mounting as a leader and sidewalker, demonstrate 

ability to perform duties of leader and sidewalker in the lesson setting, assist with 

dismounting.  

Verbally explain emergency procedures, including emergency dismount, and 

locations of first aid kit, fire extinguishers, and emergency contact numbers. 

 

Description 

The level one volunteer can perform all the duties of a horse leader and 

sidewalker as described in the volunteer handbook. The level one volunteer is 

able to safely catch a horse in the stall or pasture, lead them, and secure them in 

the cross ties. The volunteer can safely groom and tack the horse with minimal 

assistance. This volunteer knows how to read the lesson board, and knows the 

location of high use items such as tack and equipment, towels, and treats. The 

level one volunteer should focus on gaining skills as a horse leader and side 

walker; learning horsemanship skills and how to better assist and communicate 

with our riders. 

 

 

  



Volunteer Levels 
Level Two 

 

Requirements  

Same as Level one plus: 

Pass Level two skills test 

Attain 20 hours volunteering 

 

Skills test 

Identify and fix problems with tack prior to mounting which may include, but not 

limited to; an improperly assembled sidepull or bridle, reigns attached improperly, 

saddle pad askew, stirrups assembled improperly, etc. 

A mock lesson which includes: securing horse with quick-release knot, bridleing, 

perform pre-ride safety check as instructed, adjusting stirrups while rider is 

mounted, adjusting girth while rider is mounted, demonstrate ability to identify 

safety concerns with the tack or rider, i.e. rider is off center, girth is lose, bridle or 

sidepull is incorrectly fitted.  

Provide oral or written explanations of how to handle horses that; toss their 

heads when trotting, pull to the center of the arena, refuse to trot, ‘blow-through’ 

cues. 

 

Description 

The level two volunteer can perform all the duties of the level one volunteer. The 

level two volunteer can also secure a horse by tying a “quick release knot” in the 

stall or at the stall door, is proficient at grooming and tacking all styles of tack 

most commonly used at GaitWay, and can bridle a horse. May begin learning 

and practicing to assist with horse care such as, applying medication, soaking 

feet, etc. The level two volunteer may also begin round pen work, under 

supervision, for the purpose of continued education.  The level two volunteer may 

be considered “in training” to be a level three volunteer and may begin, under 

supervision, to practice certain skills of the level three volunteer. 



Volunteer Levels 
Level Three 

 

Requirements  

Same as Level two plus: 

Pass level three skills test 

Attain 45 hours volunteering 

 

Skills test 

Pass a written test that includes: identifying and correcting most minor 

training/behavioral issues on the ground. GaitWay ground work procedures. 

 

Description 

The level three volunteer can perform all the duties of the level two volunteer. 

Can do ground work independently. Can assist with volunteer training. Can assist 

with the vet and farrier. May be involved with the training and assessment of new 

horses. Can independently assess if a horse needs treatments, such as, applying 

medication, soaking feet, ect. May be called upon to assist staff in an 

emergency/evacuation situation. Can identify and rectify most minor 

training/behavioral issues on the ground.  

 

Riding certification 

The level three volunteer may begin working towards GaitWay’s riding 

certification. This enables the volunteer to assist with the exercising and 

schooling of horses under saddle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


